Portable Vehicle Barriers (PVB) Assembly Instructions

STEP 1: Place one unit on the ground with the “Vehicle Entrance” sticker facing the threat direction (see Figure 1).
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STEP 2: Place several units next to original ~ 22” from one another, facing the same direction (see Figure 2).
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STEP 3: Take out central pin (A); raise the upper section into vertical position and secure pin in place (see Figures 3 and 4).
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STEP 4: Take out pin (B); open horizontal connecting section into the next barrier unit and secure pin in new position (see Figure 4).

STEP 5: Take out pin (C); open vertical connecting section into the next barrier unit and secure the pin in new position (see Figure 4). *These two units are now assembled completely.

STEP 6: Continue to assemble the barrier units as above until desired space is covered (see Figure 4).
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